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22 Hydrodynamic s and th e 
lattice-Boltzman nn metho d 

2.11 Introductio n 

Scientistss associate a variety of meanings with the term "hydrodynamics". When I 
startedd as a novice in the field, I struggled for some time before realizing that there 
aree at least two meanings of the word hydrodynamics, and two corresponding cate-
goriess of scientists who claim the word and use it in a different way. On the one hand, 
wee have scientists who study fluids as continuous media and are interested in their 
timee evolution and interactions with obstacles and suspended particles. These scien-
tistss use the term hydrodynamic with its literal meaning: dynamics of fluids (liquid 
water—"hydros"—was,, for ancient scientists, "the" fluid). On the other hand, for sci-
entistss concerned with collective properties of many microscopic molecules, the term 
"hydrodynamics""  has a completely different meaning. It accounts for the dynamics of 
"dynamicc variables" whose relaxation time is so slow as to be practically unaffected 
byy the erratic motion of the microscopic constituents of the system. The latter de-
greess of freedom are so "fast" that they can be considered always in their equilibrium 
state.. The realization that the "slow" variables follow the laws of the dynamics of 
fluidsfluids termed them "hydrodynamic variables". Even though this unification was one 
off  the greatest results of statistical mechanics, the two concepts remain distinct and 
peoplee who work on different fields refer to different levels of description when they 
talkk about "hydrodynamics". 

Throughoutt this thesis by "hydrodynamics" I wil l denote dynamics of the fluid. 
However,, the simulation method which I used—the lattice Boltzmann method—heavily 
drawss the ideas of statistical mechanics. 

2.22 Phenomenologica l hydrodynamic s equation s 

Thee phenomenological equations of hydrodynamics can be found in many text books 
(See,, for example, [1, 2, 3, 4]), but because it is instructive to show their derivation I 
recapitulatee here. Specifically, I wil l show the derivation of the macroscopic equations 
governingg the motion of an isothermal, incompressible fluid in an adiabatic transfor-
mationn (i.e. when heat exchange among different part of the fluid is negligibly small). 

Thee state of a moving fluid is fully described if at each time t we can define the 
distributionn of the fluid velocity v(r,t), and of two of the thermodynamic quantities 
off  the fluid as, for example, the pressure p(r, t) and the density />(r, t) for every point 
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22 Hydrodynamics and the lattice-Boltzmann method 

off  space r = (x,y,z). The evolution of a macroscopic state follows a path dictated by 
thee basic conservation laws—i.e. the conservation of mass and of momentum—and 
thee so-called constitutive equations, which are phenomenological laws. 

Lett us begin by considering the law of mass conservation. The mass of fluid in 
aa volume element VQ is fv pdV. The mass of fluid flowing in a unit time through a 
surfacee element ds bounding VQ is pv  ds. Therefore, in absence of a sink or a source 
off  mass, mass conservation implies that 

| / V o P dVV = - / p v . d 5 , (2.1) 

wheree we follow the convention that the surface element ds is directed along the 
outwardd normal to the surface, hence the minus sign. By making use of Green's formula 
§§ pv  ds = Jv V  (pv)dV, Eq. (2.1) can be written as JVo[dp/dt + V  {pv)]dV = 0. 
Becausee the volume element is arbitrary, the integrand in the equation has to vanish, 
i.e. . 

^ + V - ( p v )) = 0. (2.2) 

Equationn (2.2) expresses the law of mass conservation in the usual local form. More-
over,, most real fluids are approximately incompressible, and the relation dp/dt = 0 
holds.. Then, expressing the substantial derivative in terms of partial derivatives 
d/dtd/dt = d/dt + v  V, we obtain 

^^ = ^ + ( v - V ) p = ^ + V - ( p v ) - p V - v , (2.3) 

Thee conservation of mass [Eq. (2.2)] then implies that for incompressible fluids 

VV  v = 0. (2.4) 

Equationn (2.4) is the conservation of mass for an incompressible fluid. 

2.2.11 Equatio n of motio n of a flui d elemen t 

Lett us next consider the conservation law for the momentum density pv. The mo-
mentumm of a fluid element of volume VQ, i.e. Jv (pv)dV, is changed by the total force 
actingg on it. This force, in the absence of external forces, is equal to the integral of the 
pressuree over its surface — §pds. Again, applying Green's formula, we can transform 
thee surface integral into a volume integral § pds = Jv VpdV, and write the conser-
vationn of momentum in its integral form as (d/dt)[Jv (pv)dV] = — Jv VpdV. The 
conservationn of momentum in the local form becomes 

^ - V ,, ( ,5) 

Becausee in this procedure we computed the change in momentum of a volume element 
byy means of Newton's second law, the time derivative in Eq. (2.5) should be interpreted 
ass the substantial derivative because it denotes the rate of change of momentum of a 
movingg fluid particle. For convenience, let us rewrite the conservation of momentum 
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2.22.2 Phenomenological hydrodynamics equations 

inn the Eulerian coordinate system: the system which is fixed in space. In this frane 
off  reference, the rate of change of momentum density is d{pv)/dt. Let us begin by 
expandingg the substantial time derivative of the momentum density 

^(/>v)) = ^ U ( v - V ) ( p v ) . (2.6) 

Then,, using the law of mass conservation for an incompressible fluid (V  v = 0), we 
cann transform the second term on the right hand side as 

(vv  V) (pv) = (v  V) (pv) + (pv) (V  v) = V  (pvv) (2.7) 

andd obtain the following expression equivalent to Eq. (2.6) 

^ ( P v)) = ^ + V . ( p v v ). (2.8) 

Byy using Eq. (2.8), we can now write the law of momentum conservation Eq. (2.5) in 
thee Eulerian coordinate system as 

wheree we defined 

orr in Cartesian components 

^ - - V - n ,, (2.9) 

IlIl  = pw + pl, (2.10) 

ni f cc = pViVk + 6ikp. (2.11) 

Byy analogy with the mass flux, it is easy to recognize that II-ds represents the mo-
mentumm flowing in a unit time through the surface element ds. The tensor I I is called 
thee momentum flux tensor. 

2.2.22 Viscou s flow s 

Equationn (2.11) represents a completely reversible transfer of momentum and is valid 
onlyy for ideal fluids: fluids which do not dissipate momentum. However, real fluids 
doo dissipate momentum. At a phenomenological level, this effect can be regarded 
ass transport of momentum due to an irreversible mechanism. Therefore, we add an 
irreversiblee term into the momentum flux tensor, which we indicate as a\k 

Ilif cc = pviVk + 5ikp - o\k. (2.12) 

Inn order to explicitly write c\k, we have to use phenomenological laws. One example 
off  such a law is Newton's law of irreversible transfer of momentum among the fluid 
constituents, , 

(wheree r\ is the shear viscosity), which postulates an irreversible transfer of momentum 
fromm particles with higher speed to particles with a lower one . The last two term in 
Eq.. (2.12) are usually combined in the stress tensor <Tik = —Sikp + rj ( ^- + | ^ J . 
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22 Hydrodynamics and the lattice-Boltzmann method 

Byy substituting the irreversible momentum flux tensor in Eq. (2.12) and adding 
ann external force (per unit volume) Fe xt as another source of momentum change, we 
obtainn the equation of motion for an incompressible Newtonian fluid 

at at 
d d 

dxdxk k 

dvidvi dvk 
++ V iext t (2.14) ) 

Byy performing some basic algebra, we can rewrite this equation in the more familiar 
form m 

dd ^ v ) + v  (pvv) = - V p + 77V2v + Fe x t , 
dt dt 

orr equivalently as 

-- + ( v V ) v == - V p + ??V2v + F ext t 

(2.15) ) 

(2.16) ) 

Thiss equation is the Navier-Stokes equation for an incompressible Newtonian fluid and, 
togetherr with the equation V  v = 0 is a compact way to write the conservation laws 
off  mass and momentum, the incompressibility condition, and the phenomenological 
Newton'ss law for dissipative fluids. 

2.2.33 Similarit y laws of hydrodynami c phenomen a 

Iff  two physical systems of different size obey the same equations, the systems are said 
too be "similar". In similarity theories one expresses a physical law only in terms of 
dimensionlesss variables and pure numbers. Then, in mathematical terms, two physical 
systemss are considered similar when all the pure numbers are equal. In hydrodynamics, 
thee most frequently used pure number is the Reynolds number, which is obtained by 
makingg the Navier Stokes equation dimensionless. 

Lett us consider a viscous flow in a system whose units of length is I and express the 
steadyy state velocity through the unit of velocity U. We can then write the steady-state 
Navier-Stokess equation 

(2.17) ) 

(2.18) ) 

pp (v  V) v = - Vp + r/V2v + Fe xt 

inn terms of the dimensionless quantity V = v/U, and R = r/l  as 

p ^ VV  V V = - j V p + ?7^V2v + Fe x t. 

Thee ratio of the term in the left hand side (the inertial term), to the second term in 
thee right hand side (the viscous term) is of the order of (pUl)/rj  which is the Reynolds 
number r 

ReRe = Ulp/r}  = Ul/v, (2.19) 

wheree v = r\jp is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. 
Thee Reynolds number is a measure of the relative importance of the inertia with 

respectt to the viscosity and it determines the flow regime. When inertia dominates, 



2.32.3 The Boltzmann equation 

i.e.. when the Reynolds number is large, we observe turbulence phenomena, which are 
outsidee the scope of this thesis. On the other hand, when the viscous terms dominates, 
andd inertia is negligible, we are in the creeping flow regime. In this regime, the equation 
off  motion becomes linear in the velocity and the hydrodynamic interaction becomes 
veryy strong. For colloids, the typical length scales (I ~ 10_6ra), velocities (U ~ 
10~3ms_ 1)) and viscosities (v ~ 10- 6m2 s^1) are such that the Reynolds number is 
extremelyy low (Re ~ 10- 3) , especially if one considers that the threshold for turbulence 
iss a Reynolds number of O(102-103). 

Becausee this thesis regards largely colloidal systems, I only consider low Reynolds 
numberr flows where the term in the left hand side of Eq. (2.17) is negligible, and the 
steady-statee Navier-Stokes equation simplifies to the Stokes equation 

-- Vp + T?V2V + Fe xt = 0, (2.20) 

pluss the usual incompressibility condition V  v = 0. 

2.33 The Boltzman n equatio n 

Inn the course of my education, I have been taught about the "dogma" of the atomistic 
theoriess in a way that led me to believe that this has never been under discussion, 
moree or less since Democritus (excluding the weird and obscure era called the middle 
ages...).. I was therefore much surprised to learn that most of Boltzmann's work was 
fiercelyfiercely opposed by his contemporaries (just over one century ago!), even though people 
whoo studied Boltzmann's life acknowledge that his opponents were also a great source 
off  motivation [5]. In devising his theory, Boltzmann wanted to clarify some important 
aspectss of the second law of thermodynamics. Specifically he was concerned about the 
contradictionn between the irreversibility implied by the second law of thermodynamics 
andd the reversibility of the microscopic equation of motion of the small particles. While 
thee authors of energetics solved this paradox by abandoning altogether the idea of 
atoms,, Boltzmann developed a new statistical theory which showed that the second 
laww of thermodynamics is valid only in a statistical sense. In order to achieve his goal, 
hee donated to posterity his two masterpieces: the Boltzmann equation and the H-
theorem.. Far from hoping to give a rigorous or exhaustive description of Boltzmann's 
work,, in this section I wil l pinpoint some aspects of the Boltzmann kinetic theory which 
havee recently been exploited by the scientists who developed the lattice-Boltzmann 
method. . 

2.3.11 Basic s of kineti c theorie s 

Kineticc theories study the collective motion of a gas composed of a large number of 
molecules.. Microscopically, each of them follows the classical equations of motion 

(2.21) ) 
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22 Hydrodynamics and the lattice-Boltzmann method 

(wheree i indexes the ith molecule and m is the mass of the molecules). Because it 
iss hopeless to solve Eqs. (2.21) for a number of molecules anywhere near to a real-
isticc system, in kinetic theories this microscopic description is abandoned in favor of 
aa statistical description of the system, and the main observable becomes the proba-
bilit yy density / (x, p,t) of finding a molecule around position x, at time £, and with 
momentumm p. The equilibrium state is defined by the probability density fe which is, 
byy definition, unchanged by the collisions among the molecules, i.e. 

^f-)^f-) = 0. (2.22) 
dtdt J coll 

Byy means of an elegant reasoning, Maxwell was able to show that the distribution 
function n 

rr = ^ ( ™ ^ e x p f - ^ ) (2.23) 

iss a collisional invariant [in Eq. (2.23) v is the molecules speed, p is the fluid density, 
andd k,B the Boltzmann constant]. However, Maxwell did not say how the distribution 
functionn ƒ approaches the equilibrium condition. Boltzmann accomplished this mis-
sionn by establishing the equation that bears his name. The molecules considered by 
Boltzmannn are point sized and stream freely for most of the time, while occasionally 
undergoingg instantaneous, binary collisions that drive them toward an equilibrium 
state.. This mechanism is expressed concisely by the Boltzmann equation 

d d 
hh v  V 

dt dt 11 ' S L - <"* > 
Withh the assumption that the distribution functions of two molecules undergoing 
aa collision are independent from each other, Boltzmann was able to show that the 
Maxwell-Boltzmannn distribution, Eq. (2.23), is a steady solution of his equation. Fur-
thermore,, with his famous H-theorem 

H(t)H(t) = - f f In f dvdx (2.25) 

ff > 0, (2.26) 

hee proved that any initial distribution decays to the Maxwell-Boltzmann form. 
Thee link of this kinetic theory to fluid dynamics is readily obtained. The hydrody-

namicc fields as density, momentum, and momentum flux are simply moments of the 
distributionn function 

PCM)) = ƒ m/(x,v,£)dv 

j ( x , i )) = p (x , t ) v (x , t) = | ( m v ) / ( x , v , t ) dv (2.27) 

n ( x , t )) = / { n W v ) / ( x , v , t ) d v . 
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2A2A Lattice Boltzmann equation 

Becausee mass, and momentum are collisionally invariant, by making use of Eq. (2.24), 
wee can show that the equilibrium hydrodynamic fields follow the equations 

^ + V - ( p e v e )) = 0 (2.28) 

dd (öeve) 
ot ot 

Thee equilibrium part of the momentum flux tensor is, by using Eq. (2.23) 

m m 

which,, for an ideal gas where p — phsT/m, is equivalent to the Eulerian form of the 
momentum-fluxx tensor. Therefore, Eqs. (2.28) are the Euler equation of hydrodynam-
icss for an ideal, incompressible, isothermal fluid as we showed in Section 2.2. 

Thee non-equilibrium part of the momentum flux 

n n 
neqneq _ pkBTr 

m m 
Vvv + Vv* (2.30) ) 

correspondss to the irreversible loss of momentum given by the Newton law [Eq. (2.13)] 
withh the shear viscosity given by r]  = (pkBTr)/m [in Eq. (2.9) the bars indicates that 
thee operators are made traceless and the "t" the transpose matrix]. 

2.44 Lattic e Boltzman n equatio n 

Afterr having sketched the basics of the kinetic theory of Boltzmann, I wil l show how 
aa similar approach has been developed for a lattice system. Initially , the reason for 
developingg a lattice kinetic theory was that, because the continuum distribution func-
tionn contains much more information than "only" hydrodynamics, it was hoped that 
thee lattice counterpart of the Boltzmann equation would suffice to keep the hydrody-
namicc properties at a macroscopic level, while being much cheaper to solve numeri-
cally.. While this ambitious program has mostly been abandoned, the lattice Boltz-
mannn equation proved to be extremely relevant for the study of low-Reynolds-number 
hydrodynamicss in complex geometries. 

Inn the lattice Boltzmann equation [6, 7, 8], the distribution function / (x, v, t) 
iss substituted by a discrete version f(r,Ci,t), usually written in the compact form 
fi(r,t),fi(r,t),  which is the probability density of finding a particle at position r, at time 
t,, and with velocity C{. Here r, Cj, and t are discrete, while /j(r , t) is continuous. 
Thee time evolution of the distribution function fi is given by the lattice Boltzmann 
equation,, which is written in analogy with Eq. (2.24) as 

fi(rfi(r  +  Ci,t + 1) = fi(r, t) + Ai(n) (2.31) 

wheree Aj is the change in fi due to the instantaneous collisions. 
Followingg the analogy with the continuum kinetic theories, one needs to specify 

thee form of the collision operator Ai , which wil l in turn specify the equilibrium dis-
tributionn function /e( r , t). By definition, the equilibrium distribution function is the 
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22 Hydrodynamics and the lattice-Boltzmann method 

distributionn which is left unchanged by the collision operator, i.e. Aj( / e) = 0. With 
hiss equation, Boltzmann showed that the equilibrium distribution is also the most 
probablee one. Unfortunately, for the discrete Boltzmann equation, the most probable 
distributionn function does not obey the Euler equation for hydrodynamics [9], mainly 
becausee it does not satisfy all the symmetry requirements. Hence, in order to recover 
hydrodynamicc behavior at long times and large length scales, a completely different 
proceduree is necessary. 

Becausee we cannot use the most probable distribution density, we are forced to 
constructt an approximate equilibrium distribution function. In the lattice Boltzmann 
method,, such an approximate equilibrium distribution is expressed as a series expan-
sionn in powers of the flow velocity u 

ftft = p [alQ + a\u  * + a^uu : **  + al
3u

2]  , (2.32) 

wheree uu = [uu— (1/3) w2I] is the traceless part of uu. Then, the coefficients are fixed 
byy imposing that the hydrodynamic fields mass, momentum, and the equilibrium part 
off  the stress tensor are moments of the equilibrium distribution function: 

p(r,t)p(r,t) = £ / f ( r ,0 
i i 

j ( r , t )) =  ̂ ft fat)* (2.33) 
i i 

UUee{r,t)=pl{r,t)=pl  + puu =  ̂ ft fat)**. 
i i 

Thesee constraints may seem superfluous, because by definition the hydrodynamic fields 
aree collisionally invariant, hence they should automatically be only functions of the 
equilibriumm distribution function. However, the reader should not forget that our 
equilibriumm distribution is obtained as a series expansion and is therefore an approx-
imatee one. In reality, by determining the coefficients of the expansion by imposing 
Eqs.. (2.33), we make sure that the first moments of the equilibrium distribution density 
satisfyy the Euler equations for an inviscid fluid. 

Havingg fixed the functional form of the equilibrium distribution f f, we need to 
definee the collision operator A* . In the following, I wil l refer to the enhanced collision 
operatorr first defined by Higuera et. al. [10, 7, 11] and later modified by Ladd [8]. 
Higueraa et al. noted that if one is only interested in the Navier-Stokes equation at the 
hydrodynamicc scale, the collision operator could be made very simple. Specifically, 
thee collision operator can be constructed by linearizing about the local equilibrium 

A,(ƒ)) = A,( /e) + £ C{j (ƒ,  - ƒƒ) . (2.34) 
i i 

Because,, by definition, Ai(fe) = 0, we need to determine only the linear operator 
Cij.Cij. It is remarkable that on a lattice this task can be performed analytically based 
solelyy on general symmetry considerations [7]. One way to obtain Cij is via the 
spectrall  decomposition, i.e. by decomposing it as Cij = J2k^^ij-> w n e re ^ij a re 

thee projector operators along the eigenvectors £^, and Ajt are their corresponding 
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2A2A Lattice Boltzmann equation 

eigenvalues.. Another, equivalent, way of determining Cij is by directly imposing the 
conservationn laws. The linear collision operator has to conserve the collision invariant 
quantities,, i.e. it should satisfy Ai(p) = 0, and Ai(pu) = 0; in addition the stress 
tensorr has to decay isotropically. These conditions translates directly into the following 
eigenvaluess equations 

E£ ' ii  = ° 
i i 

i i 

// _, CjCji-ij  = ACjCj (2.35) 

i i 

Y^c-£ijY^c-£ij = ABCj
2. 

i i 

Thesee equations, while making sure that the linear collision operator satisfy all the con-
servationn relations required for hydrodynamic behavior of the systems, fix 10 eigenval-
ues.. The remaining 8 eigenvalues, because they do not relate to physical observables, 
correspondd to artificial conservation laws. Therefore, to ensure the fastest possible 
decayy of these spurious modes, these eigenvalues are set to —1. 

Inn summary, to solve the lattice Boltzmann equation Eq. (2.31), which we rewrite 
here e 

ffii{r{r  + ci,t+l)-f i(r,t) = Ai(n), (2.36) 

wee perform a two step procedure. The first one is the collisionless streaming 

fi{rfi{r  + ^ t + 1) - ffat) = 0, (2.37) 

whichh corresponds to the Liouvill e operator in the continuum limit . In practice, 
Eq.. (2.37) is a simple propagation step where each density distribution fi is moved to 
thee site correspondent with the discrete velocity Cj. The second step is the collision 
stepp that relaxes the non-equilibrium part of the distribution density (the equilibrium 
distributionn function is collisionally invariant). After the collision has taken place, 
wee obtain the after collision distributions f[  = fi + A{(f). In principle, the post-
collisionn distribution functions f[  are computed by applying the collision operator dj 
ass prescribed by Eq. (2.34). However, because we know the exact form of the collision 
operatorr (through its spectral decomposition), the simulation algorithm can be writ-
tenn directly in terms of the moments of the density distribution, p, j , I P, and the full 

n. . 
Thee post collision momentum flux tensor II can be computed according to [8] 

KPKP = Kqe + (i + A) (X s - n ^) + 1 (i + xB) (n77 - n7* ) saPl (2.38) 

andd the post collision distribution functions are 

fifi  + Ai(f) =p 4 + a[ua  cia + aiu'a0 : c~c  ̂ + a >2 (u'aa - Zpcfj . (2.39) 
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22 Hydrodynamics and the lattice-Boltzmann method 

Byy performing a multi-time-scale analysis [9], the shear viscosity of the fluid can be 
expressedd in terms of the eigenvalue A 

"=-5'0H-- (2-40) 
Byy tuning the eigenvalue A, we can change the shear viscosity of the fluid (within 
limit ss set by convergence). The eigenvalue \B is irrelevant for an incompressible fluid 
andd can be safely set to —1[8]. 

2.4.11 Simplificatio n for low Reynold s numbe r 

Forr low-Reynolds flows, the steady state Navier-Stokes equation (2.15) simplifies to 
thee Stokes equation [Eq. (2.20), and V  v v = 0]. One way of solving these steady-state 
equations,, is by computing the steady state of the linearized Navier-Stokes equations 

ddttpp = - V  (pu), 
ddtt (pu) = - V p + T?V2U + F 2 . , ^ ™**  (2-41) 

Laddd [8] shows that in order to fulfil l the conservation laws implicit in Eqs. (2.41), it 
iss sufficient to use a simpler form for the equilibrium distribution function 

ft=p[4ft=p[4  + a[u.cl]. (2.42) 

Moreover,, by fixing A = —1, corresponding to a shear viscosity rj  — p/6 [cf. Eq. (2.40)], 
thee simulation algorithm is greatly simplified and the post collision distribution density 
iss simply 

fifi  + Ai(f) = p[4+ a\ua  Cta] . (2.43) 

2.4.22 Bounce-bac k rul e for a suspensio n of colloid s 

Too have interesting flows at low Reynolds number, macroscopic objects must interact 
withh the fluid. These macroscopic objects wil l act on the fluid as a boundary condition 
whichh wil l exchange momentum with the fluid, thus creating non-trivial flow patterns. 
Att contact with the macroscopic objects, the appropriate boundary conditions have to 
bee imposed, typically the non-slip boundary condition, where the fluid has the same 
velocityy of the macroscopic particle. 

Inn the lattice Boltzmann method, the first issue that needs to be addressed is how to 
mapp a continuum object (a wall or a colloid for example) on a lattice. Ladd [8] showed 
thatt placing these boundary nodes in the middle of the links connecting the interior 
off  the object with the exterior region provides a useful recipe that obeys momentum 
conservationn and best lattice resolution of the macroscopic object; without introducing 
involvedd and expensive more precise second- or higher-order schemes. Figure 2.1 shows 
aa cartoon of the mapping procedure of an arbitrarily shaped object placed on a two 
dimensionall  lattice. At the boundary nodes the so-called bounce-back procedure is 
appliedd [8]. This procedure prescribes that, during the propagation step (at half a 
timee step), the incoming distributions fi are reflected back. Specifically, if i and i' 
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2.42.4 Lattice Boltzmann equation 

FigureFigure 2.1: Mapping procedure. First, one draw on top of the lattice nodes (light gray spheres) 
thethe actual shape of the macro particle (continuum black line). Then one should identify all 
thethe links connecting an internal node with an external one (dashed light gray line). The lattice 
representationrepresentation of the macroscopic particle will  be given by the collection of the midpoints of 
thethe identified links (black squares). 

t+1 1 

FigureFigure 2.2: Bounce back rule. 

referr to oppositely directed velocities, and, at site r, the link along the velocity ct is a 
boundaryy link, the following rules apply [See Fig. (2.2)] 

Mr ,, t + 1) 
fi{rfi{r  +  Cl,t + l) 

fi(*,t), fi(*,t), 

fi,(rfi,(r  + Ci,t). (2.44) ) 

Thiss procedure is correct if the macroscopic obstacle is at rest and acts as a momentum 
sinkk as, for example, a wall or a porous medium. 

If,, on the other hand, the obstacle is in motion, one has first to compute the velocity 
off  the solid body located at the link u;, which is given by the well known formula for 
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22 Hydrodynamics and the lattice-Boltzmann method 

thee velocity of a point of a rigid body 

mm = U + Q x (r + -a - R J , (2.45) 

wheree R is the center of mass of the solid body and U and ft are the solid-body 
velocityy and angular velocity, respectively. In this case, Eqs. (2.44) must include the 
momentumm exchange with the particle 

fi>(r,t+l)fi>(r,t+l)  = fi(r,t)-2a\pub-Ci, 

/ i ( rr + C<,t + l ) = fi>{r  + ci,t) + 2a\pub-ci. (2.46) 

Thee sum of all the moment exchanged with the fluid should be applied back to the 
suspendedd particle, to ensure overall momentum conservation. 

Notee that Eqs. (2.46) imply that the lattice nodes inside the particle have the same 
propertyy as the external region. In particular the fluid should be placed also inside the 
colloid.. Moreover, the bounce-back rule allows for a leakage of mass density in and 
outt of the macroscopic particle. Although these may seem weird conditions, for simple 
fluidsfluids the transport coefficients of the suspended colloids are correct, provided that one 
takess care of the few spurious correlations in, for example, the velocity autocorrelation 
functionn induced by the internal fluid [12, 13]. 

However,, this behavior is not acceptable when there is a difference in the composi-
tionn of the interior of the particle and its environment. An example of most relevance 
forr this thesis is a charged colloid, which attracts a cloud of oppositely charged ions. 
Eqs.. (2.46), would lead to an unphysical change in the charge of the colloid driven by 
momentumm exchanges. If one wants to deal with such systems, one should eliminate 
thiss spurious effect. In this thesis, we exploited as much as possible the Galilean in-
variancee of the systems. This allowed us to use a reference system fixed on the colloid, 
andd keep the charged object at rest, thus avoiding this complication. 

2.4.33 Lattic e Boltzman n metho d in a nutshel l 

Afterr this brief introduction of the theoretical basis of the lattice Boltzmann method, 
II  wil l show how the computer simulation is implemented. 

Firstt of all, one must choose the underlying lattice, which must fulfil l symme-
tryy constraints. Useful lists of lattices are given by Qian [14] and Frisch et al. [9]. 
Throughoutt this thesis I used the so-called D3Q18 lattice [15, 8], where the "3" refers 
too the dimensionality and the "18" to the number of links per site, and which is defined 
byy the following set of discrete 18 velocities {c^} , 

c1)22 = , C3l4 = , C5,6 = , 
C W OO = , Cn,...,i4 = , C15,.,l8 = . K' ' 

Inn Equations (2.47) 6 velocities have speed Ci = |CJ| = 1, and 12 have speed Cj = 
\/2.. The six velocities of speed 1 are counted twice; an inheritance from the four 
dimensionall  face-centered hyper-cubic lattice (FCHC), from which, by a projection 
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2.42.4 Lattice Boltzmann equation 

ontoo 3D, the D3Q18 is generated [15]. Another widely used lattice in three dimensions 
iss the D3Q19 which adds an extra distribution density ft with speed 0 and velocity 
Ci99 = (0,0,0). Depending upon the specific system under study, there are also other 
usefull  lattices with different sets of velocities. 

Next,, one should specify the form of the equilibrium distribution and of the collision 
operatorr and compute the coefficients of its expansion in the flow velocity u. Because 
II  exclusively considered low Reynolds number flows, I could use the simplified form 
[Eq.. (2.42)]. For the D3Q18 lattice, the coefficients of the expansion are 

"? "?'' ^ r ?' '"I"" ™ (2-48) 
OQQ — 24 : a l  — 12 '  l ~ ' '  " '  *° 

Equationss (2.48) implies a sound speed (?s — 1/2, which is a suitable value to ensure 
stabilityy of the simulation. 

Wee are left with the last step in the preparation of the computer simulation, namely 
thee mapping of the colloid(s) onto the lattice, by identifying all the links which connect 
thee interior of the colloids with the exterior. Along these links, during the propagation 
stepp the bounce-back rule wil l be applied (see Figs. 2.1 and 2.2). 

Now,, everything is ready to start the time evolution of the lattice-Boltzmann sim-
ulationn which will lead to the steady state of Eq. (2.41). The algorithm of a lattice 
Boltzmannn simulation is divided in three steps: computation of the post-collision dis-
tributionn densities / /s [for low Re by means of Eq. (2.43)], their propagation with 
thee application of the bounce back rule, and the re-computation of the hydrodynamic 
fieldsfields (at low Re and shear viscosity 1/6 only p and u are needed). 

Afterr all this work, one should have a basic (hopefully) working lattice Boltzmann 
method. . 
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